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GENERAL NOTES

Playing tme: 4 periods of 6 minutes each. The period is stopped every tme the  REFEREE WHISTLES, and
only in the last 2 minutes of the game, when a basket is scored.

The tme is stopped when a player enters the semicircular side area, to bring the basketball to the Role 1.

The changes can be performed at any interrupton of the referee. 

When the players are identfed, check that captain and vice-captain are appointed in each team .

Check that there is the basketball for the pivot shot at the lateral sides of the side basket. Check that there
are the fags of Roles 2R. 

Check, together with the scoresheet ofcers, that the sum of the role numbers of the players on basketball
court must not exceed 23 and a pivot (Role 1 or 2), at least two players Role 5, at least one player Role 3
and, among roles 4 and 5 and at least one female player should always be deployed. At the beginning of
each tme and when the substtutons take place, the fgure 23 must not be exceeded, the presence of a
role 3 and the presence of a woman in positons 4 or 5 must be checked. If the referee, or the table, or the
opposing team realizes during the game that the fgure 23 has been exceeded (or the lack of role 3 or the
lack of women in role 4 or 5), the technical foul is assigned to the bench and the violaton is punished with 2
free throws  that any player will have to shoot to the up basket and throw-in from the backcourt to the
team that drew a disadvantage. 

The shootng positon of the Role 1 can be chosen but can not be closer than the scored line at 0.8 meters
from the lateral line (the big wheel of the wheelchair can not exceed it in its contact with the ground).

Each tme the player Role 1 is handed the basketball, communicate the choice of 1 or 2 shots to the table. 

Raise your arm and blow the whistle when the team-mate enters the side area to bring the basketball to
the Role 1.
The throw-in on a shot into the side basket for the team that sufered the basket takes place in the
defensive half court.

In the last two minutes of the game each foul drawn by Role 5 is enttled to 2 free throws (3 free throws in
case the player is shootng from three points), this regardless of team fouls and shots carried out from the
Role 5, but it will not count as a shot unless he is actually shootng to the basket. 

The self-basket exists; in this case it is counted neither as a shot (Role 5) nor as a basket (Roles 3, 4). The
points are scored by the captain of the opposing team who will not have for this reason his shootng
numbers increased. 



In case of illegal defence and atacker's basket, the basket is validated, a free throw is assigned, and the
atacking team maintains the basketball possession carrying out the throw in from the backcourt.

Time stops each tme the referee blows his whistle.

IN BOUNDS: We point out, according to Rule n. 4 – In bound Regulaton of vers. 12 – that the basketball
can not be passed and then handed to the pivot from the in bound. Atack or defense are not specifed, so
it is a violaton, even if more or less intentonal deviatons took place. If, afer performing the in bound, the
basketball arrives in the side area and it stops there or it is recovered by a pivot the referee blows his
whistle and stops tme (which started if there was a legal touch of the basketball from any player), or the
acton if the basketball arrives in the side area and it stops there or it is recovered by a pivot.
The in bound must be repeated by the same team that had performed it. Of course, the in bound can be
intercepted by the opposing team; in this case there will be basketball possession and the stopwatch starts
again.

WHEN THE REFEREE MUST COUNT ALOUD:

 Role 1 shot (since he receives the basketball): 10 seconds, beginning with "zero" when the Role 1
grabs the basketball and ending with a whistle at 10.

 Role 2 shot (since they enter the circular area): 10 seconds, beginning with "zero" when the Tutor
enters the area of the Role 2 and ending with a whistle at 10 or 7 (2R).

 Throw-in performed startng with the dribble: 10 seconds, beginning with "zero" when the Role 4
or 5 starts dribbling and ending with a whistle at 10.

 Rebound of number 2 (to pass the basketball): 5 seconds (10 if Role 2 is on the wheelchair),
beginning with "zero" when Role 2 or Tutor (if 2T) catches the rebound and ending with a whistle at
5 or at 10 (Role 2 on a wheelchair).

 Pass without shootng of the Role 2: 5 seconds, startng from "zero" when he receives the
basketball and endindg with a whistle at 5.

The referee asks the table if derogatons to the seconds to throw have been requested.

NOTES ON ROLE 1

The Role 1 player can carry out a maximum of three baskets for each quarter of a game; in case the
basketball is taken to the side area to score the 4th basket, (also upon notfcaton from the feld court
ofcers) the basketball will be delivered to the opposing team for an in bound in the defending area.

There is no rebound on the Role 1 shot.

The basketball will be delivered to the opposing team for an in bound in the defending area both in case of
basket and of error.

Before startng to count, the referee must ask Role 1 how many tmes he wants to try and the decision of
the Role 1 must be communicated verbally to the table and showing with fngers the number of shots that
the Role 1 has decided. 

Role 1: you start countng for his shot since when the basketball which  the Role 1 shoots with has been
delivered to him and afer telling the table the number of shots that the Role 1 wants to perform.

If Role 1 drops the basketball, the Tutor can return it to him, but the referee must go on countng unless he
dropped the basketball during the shot. 



When Role 1 has carried out his atempt/s, the referee must wait untl the Role 1 is positoned in front of
the game by the player who brought him the basketball and then hand him the basketball for the in bound
from the defensive side at the notch on the sideline. 

When a teammate Role 3, 4, 5 is bringing him the basketball and is fouled in an area adjacent the
semicircular area (70 cm dashed area) the foul is assigned. The basketball is in all cases delivered to the
Role 1 player who in 10 seconds's tme  (counted by the referee when the clock is stopped) will shoot
according to his abilites. 

When a player Role 3, 4, 5 enters the area to bring the basketball to the Role 1, the referee will raise his
arm and whistle to stop the stopwatch at the table. 

The shootng positon of the Role 1 can be chosen but can not be closer than the marked line at 0.8 meters
from the lateral line (the big wheel of the wheelchair cannot pass the line in its contact point with the
ground). 

NOTES ON ROLE 2

The Role 2 player can perform maximum three baskets for each quarter of a game; in case he performs the
4th basket, this has to be canceled (also on the feld ofcers' report) and the basketball  delivered to the
opposing team for the throw-in from the backcourt. In case he shoots to the basket afer already carrying
out the three baskets and without shootng the basket, the game contnues with the rebound. 

Role 2: You start to count (0 to 10 for Role 2, 2T, or 0 to 7 for Role 2R) since the player (Role 3, 4, 5) enters
the area to bring him the basketball. Role 2 has only one shot available and the tme is not stopped; an area
of 1 meter from each side must be allowed when he shoots to avoid obstructon. 

The Tutor that supports the Role 2 can be near him as he shoots, but he can not take any rebound, while
rebounders (max 2 per team) will be positoned around the contnued line (in case of the Role 2 and 2T) or
around the dashed line (in case of the 2R). Once 2R has carried out the shot, the rebounders can make a
step and place themselves adjacent to the contnued line, while all the other players on the feld will always
have to stay at least outside the dashed line. Crossing their legs is forbidden to the rebounders !! The
players who are not taking the part in the rebound must stand 1 meter from rebounders. 

Only who entered the area to bring the basketball to the Role 2 without commitng violatons (travel or
double dribble for Roles 4 and 5) can be the Tutor. He must mandatorily take the frst dribble out of the
area (this also applies to the Roles 3); in case of the frst dribble inside the area, the referee must whistle
for the violaton and the basketball will pass to the opposing team in the defensive backcourt. 

The Role 2 can access the rebound directly, but once taken the rebound in 5 seconds tme (10 seconds if he
is on a wheelchair) he must pass it (not hand it) to a teammate who will not be able to come back directly
and hand  him the basketball again, but will have to carry out at least a pass. 

The basketball can also be passed from outside the area to Role 2 but only with a bounce pass with the
basketball touching the ground outside the semicircular area and not from the throw in.

The rebound can not be caught from the pivot outside the area or on the line (in this case the referee will
whistle the violaton and the basketball will pass to the opposing team). 

If the rebound is taken directly by a teammate of the Role 2 who shooted, correctly placed round the area,
he can NOT enter directly the semicircular area to bring the basketball to the Role 2.



When a teammate of Role 3, 4, 5 is bringing him the basketball and is fouled in an area adjacent the
semicircular area (70 cm hatched area) the foul is awarded and the basketball is anyway handed to the Role
2 player with the following mode: the referee hands the basketball to the Tutor, who had sufered the foul
inside the circular area and he will start dribbling to hand the basketball to the pivot. The ACTUAL GAME
TIME AND THE COUNT OF THE REFEREE start again when THE REFEREE hands the basketball to the tutor
WHO, IN TURN, WILL HAND THE BASKETBALL TO THE PIVOT. 

If the basketball doesn't touch the basket the referee must NOT blow the whistle since the shot of the Role
2 is not a free throw; the referee whistles only if the basketball touches the base of the basket (not the
pole) whether it comes from a rebound or from a loose basketball.

The Role 2 player can not pass the basketball to the Tutor (who brought it to him). Role 2 can also decide
not to shoot, afer interceptng the basketball, but he must pass it, to one of his teammates within a 5
second limit.
The number of players who can stand around the side area while the Pivot is shootng is two for each team
(not taking into account the player who is shootng, while the player who brought the basketball to the Role
2 can stand next to or behind him and hold the teammate to tutor him, but he can not take part in the
rebound). 

Once he has caught the basketball, the 2T Role will have to pass it (not hand it)  within 10 seconds   to a
teammate (not to the Tutor who brought him the basketball) standing outside the side area.

The Tutor can help the Role 2T to enter the area afer the shot to hand him the rebound.

Afer reminding the players to respect the rule of rebound, the referee can annull, if any, or validate it,
depending on who commits the violaton, the atacking team or the one the defending one respectvely. If
the basket has not been scored, the referee will have to stop the game and ask to repeat the shot if the
defending team is supernumerary or restart the game with a throw-in from the sideline to be assigned to
the defending team if the atacking team is supernumerary.

If a Role 2, 2T, 2R has a derogaton, he can not perform three point shots.

If the Role 2 player performs the shot without two dribbles, the acton must be stopped by the referee and
the basketball handed to the opposing team for an in bound. 

In case Role 2 has already scored three baskets but has remained on the court, the basketball can stll be
handed to him and he can shoot; if he scores a basket, it will be annulled. 



NOTES ON ROLE 3

The Role 3 player can score maximum three baskets for each quarter of a game; in case he scores the 4th
basket, this has to be annulled (also on report of the feld ofcers) and the basketball handed to the
opposing team for the in bound in backcourt. In case he shoots the basket afer already scoring the three
baskets and he doesn't score, the game contnues with the rebound. 

If he is fouled while he is shootng in the traditonal basket, he is enttled to 3 free throws. 

If he is fouled while he is shootng in the lateral basket he is enttled to 2 free throws behind the dashed
line. 

If he is fouled for the defense of a superior role (illegal defense) he shoots 2 free throws in the lateral
basket shootng from the shootng positon of 2R (hatched area). If he sufers illegal defense while he is
shootng in the traditonal basket and doesn't score: three free throws in the traditonal basket and
basketball possession; if he scores: a free throw in the traditonal basket and basketball possession. If he
sufers illegal defense while he is shootng in the lateral basket and does not score the basket: two free
throws from Role 2R positon (dashed line) and basketball possession. If he scores: a free throw from 2R
Role positon (dashed line) and basketball possession.

Travelling and double dribble are not valid but he must perform at least two dribbles (also not contnued)
whenever he starts to run (the dribbles can be performed at any tme during the run). If he starts his run
from outside the area he must perform two dribbles. Movements within the area can be performed
without dribbling. There is the obligaton of two dribbles whenever the Role 3 changes the directon of run
very clearly, to the right, the lef or back. If he receives the basketball outside the area he can immediately
performe the shot without dribbling.

Performing immediately the two dribbles and then leaving without performings others is not allowed (they
must be performed along the way). 
 
Small movements with the basketball performed without runnig before shootng or passing do not require
the obligaton of the two dribbles above mentoned. If a Role 3 receives the basketball in the area he can
move and run without obligaton of dribbles. If he receives it out of the area and then enters he must
anyway perform 2 dribbles. 

If he defends he can not enter the protected area (the basketball is automatcally assigned to the pivot who
shoots); if he atacks he can, but only to bring the basketball to a pivot. 

The Role 3 player can be played over by a Role 4 or 5 player only if the play over takes place externally to a
cylinder of radius equal to the Role 3 player's arm, otherwise illegal defense must be whistled (Rule 8).  

There are no cylinders to consider at the rebound and in loose basketball situaton nor in the case of
intercepton of the basketball by a Role 4 or 5 when he is standing where he can not see the Role 3.

Whenever he is fouled when shootng, the free throws, if any, do not afect his bonus of 3 baskets for
period.



RULES FOR ROLE 3:

1) If the Role 3 is fouled while he is shootng in the side basket: if he scores the basket the 2 points are
granted and an additonal free throw which is to be shot behind the doted line (2R zone); if he
does not  score, two free throws always behind the doted line. Before the free throws the pivot
must move away to prevent the basketball from hitng him. In case of error during the additonal
free throw and the second free throw there is no rebound but the game is started again with a
lineout as during the Role 1 pivot throws. Before the in bound the pivots must take their place back
in the side area, while the game is stopped.

2) If the Role 3 brings the basketball to the pivot in the side area he must perform two dribbles before
entering and handing the basketball to the pivot; if he is standing inside the dashed line of 70 cm,
he can perform only one dribble. The lack of these assumptons will annull the acton, the pivot can
not shoot and the basketball must be handed to the opposing team for a throw-in the defending
zone.

NOTES ON ROLE 4

The Role 4 player can perform a maximum of three baskets for each quarter of a game; in case he performs
the 4th basket, this has to be annulled (also on the feld ofcers report) and the basketball handed to the
opposing team for the in bound in backcourt. In case he shoots the basket afer already scoring the three
baskets and he doesn't score, the game contnues with the rebound. 
He can perform travelling of the frst step.
He can perform the in bound startng with the dribble provided he hands the basketball  to the pivot or to a
Role 3 within 10 seconds. 

If he scores a basket with the entrance this is annulled. He must perform an arrest, even in two tmes,
before shootng. 

If he defends, he can not enter the protected area (the basketball is automatcally assigned to the pivot
who provides to shoot according to the way described in case of a foul against the tutor within the dashed
line); if he atacks he can, but only to bring the basketball to a pivot. 

If the player commits a violaton defending on a lower role, the number of fouls commited is increased.

When he moves back to take on a defensive positon while the Role 3 is atacking, he must choose a place
and stop holding his arms along his body, without entering the cylinder of the Role 3. He can not even run
keeping parallel to the Role 3 because this is considered illegal defense . 

The Role 4 player can be antcipated by a Role 5 player only if the over play takes place externally to a
cylinder of radius equal to the Role 4 player's arm, otherwise illegal defense must be whistled (Rule 8). 

There are no cylinders to consider at the rebound and in loose basketball situaton nor in the case of
intercepton of the basketball by a Role 5 when he is standing where he can not see the Role 4.

If the Role 4 player carries out the entrance, the acton must be stopped by the referee and the basketball
handed to the opposing team for an in bound.

Whenever he is fouled when shootng, the free throws, if any, do not afect his bonus of 3 baskets for
period.



If he sufers illegal defense and scores the basket: valid basket, a free throw in the basket where he scored
and basketball possession.

NOTES ON ROLE 5

He can carry out the in bound startng with the dribble provided that he hands the basketball to a pivot or
to a Role 3 player within 10 seconds. If he carries out a violaton while he is shootng (charge, travelling,
double dribble) the number of available shots is not reduced.

If he defends he can not enter the protected area (the basketball is automatcally assigned to the pivot who
shoots according to the way described in case of a foul against the tutor within the dashed line); if he
atacks he can, but only to bring the basketball to a pivot. 

If the player commits a violaton defending on a lower role the number of fouls commited is increased and
illegal defense is whistled.

When he moves back to take on a defensive positon while the Role 3 or the Role 4 is atacking, he must
choose a place and stop, without entering the cylinder of the Role 3 or the Role 4. He can not even run
keeping parallel to Role 3 or Role 4 because this is considered illegal defense .

If the male Role 5 contrasts the shot of a female Role 5, the violaton is of illegal defense: 2 free throws and
basketball to the opponent.

The male Role 5 can defend, but can not raise his arms to counter the shot of the female Role 5; in case of
an entrance he can defend (he mustn't stand stll) but he can not take the basketball away once the female
Role 5 has picked up the basketball to start an entrance. He can not counter her with his hands while she is
shootng. In all other game situatons the male Role 5 can defend and take the basketball away from the
female Role 5. In case of regular defense, with low arms, if the male Role 5 commits a foul, for example by
pushing the opponent with his body or with his arms, without raising them, there are two free throws if the
female Role 5 is shootng the basket or throw-in from the sideline if she is not shootng; the illegal defense
is not sanctoned.

In the last two minutes of the game every foul against Role 5 is enttled to 2 free throws (3 free throws in
case he is shootng from three points). This regardless of the team fouls. 

The Role 5 player can perform a maximum of three shots for each quarter of a game; in case he scores the
4th basket, whithin the quarter of a game, the acton must be stopped by the referee (on report of the feld
ofcers) and the basketball handed to the opposing team for an in bound. Each foul sufered before the
shot (fourth shot) must to be writen on the scoresheet. The basketball will be awarded to the team that
sufered the foul; free throws, however, must not be awarded because the acton could not be completed
with a shot unless you are in the last 2 minutes of play. In this case, the Role 5 player is enttled to shoot
them.



NOTES ON ALL THE ROLES 

The defending players must stand at least one meter from the player who gets the play of on throw-ins or
backcourt (the defender is, however, allowed to get to the edge of the side area in case of in bound). Be
tolerant for the frst meter away.

Before entering the Pivots areas, Roles 3, 4, 5 must carry out dribble on the frst step outside the area; if it
is  carried on the line, it is considered inside and the basketball is handed to the opponents. 

The basketball can be taken away from the Tutor who is carrying it to the Pivots as long as the Tutor has
not carried out a dribble inside the area yet and is standing with both feet outside the area; it can no longer
be taken away if he performed the dribble inside the area and also has a foot inside.

In case of a deaf player Role 3, 4 and 5, both referees and teammates must agree on a conventonal sign to
stop the game before startng the match, it being understood that the referee must always whistle.

When the Roles 3, 4, 5 take a rebound of a shot of a Role 2 or 3 in the lateral basket they can not fall in the
area even though they are already free from the basketball.

This also applies to circumstances diferent from the rebound.

When a player obstructs a lower role he commits a violaton (illegal defense) that must be punished with
two free throws and following in bound to be assigned to the team who sufered the violaton. 

If a player catches the basketball from the rebound or the basketball is loose this is not considered
violaton.

For partcular and/or unexpected situatons and needs, the teams, on a mutual agreement, but with the
referee's approval, can agree on further derogatons to the Regulatons before the game .

As a general rule if two violatons are commited, the more serius is sanctoned (eg. Foul and illegal
defense, illegal defense is sanctoned; illegal defense and unsportsmanlike foul, unsportsmanlike foul is
sanctoned).

In case you get to the additonal tme, this will last 3 minutes. The number of shots of Role 5 and the
baskets of the other roles are reset. 


